Introduction
In the present paper and its sequel [BLP2] we give a proof for the Orbifold Theorem, cf. [BLP0] . Our proof requires a good understanding of the geometry of cone manifolds which is the subject of this paper. Cone manifolds with constant curvature constitute an important class of Aleksandrov spaces with lower curvature bound. They play a fundamental role in Thurston's approach to geometrize three-dimensional orbifolds, because they appear naturally when deforming geometric orbifolds.
The main result of this paper is a description of the thin part of cone manifolds with cone angles < π and a lower diameter bound. We show that the thin part decomposes into disjoint components which belong to a short list of possible geometric types, all of them rigid (Theorem 6.4) . This is in the spirit of the classical Margulis Lemma, but new techniques are required.
There are several important consequences. First, apart from a few explicit exceptions with simple geometry and topology, cone manifolds are thick, that is, they contain an embedded smooth round ball of uniform radius which depends only on the curvature, the cone angle bounds and the lower diameter bound (Theorem 6.5). Second, finite volume implies finite topological type: The number of ends is finite and all ends are smooth or singular cusps with compact cross sections (Theorem 6.6).
Thickness implies a strong geometric stability for Gromov Hausdorff limits of cone manifolds with lower diameter bound and cone angles bounded away from π, namely that the limits are again cone manifolds. It is then clear that the singular loci converge as well. In particular, there is no collapse with lower diameter bound (3.2). For the class of cone manifolds, this goes beyond the topological stability results available for general Aleksandrov spaces.
Preliminaries
For basic notions and results in the theory of Aleksandrov spaces with lower curvature bound, we refer to the fundamental paper [BGP] .
Some terminology and notation
Cones. For a metric space Y and real numbers r > 0 and k, we denote by C k (Y ) the complete metric cone of curvature k over Y , and by C k,r (Y ) the truncated metric cone of radius r. We call cones of curvature k also k-cones. The cones have a distinguished base point, the tip of the cone. If k > 0 then complete k-cones have a second tip. The complete 1-cone is also called the metric suspension.
Conifolds and cone manifolds. We define conifolds by induction over the dimension. We start with the convention that the connected 1-dimensional conifolds of curvature 1 are the circles and compact intervals. A (connected) n-dimensional conifold (n-conifold) of curvature k, n ≥ 2, is a complete metric length space locally isometric to the k-cone over a compact connected (n − 1)-dimensional conifold of curvature 1. Metric completeness implies that geodesics can be extended at infinitum or hit the singular locus Sing(X).
Conifolds of curvature k = +1, k = 0 or k = −1 are called spherical, Euclidean respectively hyperbolic. A cone manifold is a conifold whose underlying topological space is a manifold.
Let X be a n-conifold. The space of directions or link at x, Σ x X, is the space of germs of unit speed geodesic segments initiating in x equipped with the angle metric.
1 Σ x X is a (n − 1)-conifold of curvature 1, and X is locally conical in the sense that, for sufficiently small radius r = r(x), the balls B r (x) are canonically isometric to the truncated cone C k,r (Σ x X) over the link. A point x is smooth if Σ x X is a unit sphere, and singular otherwise. We denote by X smooth the union of smooth points. The singular locus Sing(X) is the union of singular points.
Let S be a 2-conifold. A singular point x ∈ S is called a cone point with cone angle α if Σ x S is a circle of length α. If S is a cone surface, i.e. a cone 2-manifold, then Sing(S) is a discrete set of cone points.
Let X be a 3-cone manifold. Then the singular set Sing(X) is one-dimensional, namely a geodesic graph. The subset Sing
(1) (X) ⊆ Sing(X) consists of all singular points such that Σ x X is the metric suspension (complete 1-cone) over a circle of length α. α is called the cone angle at x. Sing
(1) (X) is a locally totally-geodesic 1-manifold. Its components, respectively, their closures are called singular edges. The cone angle is constant along edges, and we can speak of the cone angle of an edge. The complement Sing (0) (X) := Sing(X) − Sing (1) (X) is discrete and its points are called singular vertices.
If, in our inductive definition of conifolds given above, we allow as one-dimensional conifolds only circles of length ≤ 2π and intervals of length ≤ π, then the resulting n-conifolds with curvature k are metric spaces with lower curvature bound k in the sense of Aleksandrov. For cone surfaces and cone 3-manifolds this is equivalent to requesting that the cone angles are ≤ 2π. This fact places our whole paper in the context of the theory of Aleksandrov spaces.
Geometric orbifolds. Important examples of conifolds are orbifolds: An norbifold of constant curvature k is a metric length space which is locally isometric to the quotient of model space M n k by a finite group of isometries. It turns out that these geometric orbifolds are global quotients, i.e. they are quotients of manifolds of constant curvature k by discrete group actions. A (locally orientable) conifold is an orbifold iff its cone angles are divisors of 2π.
Model spaces. We denote by M 3 k the 3-dimensional model space of constant curvature k. More generally, we define for a 2-conifold L with curvature 1 the singular model space M k (L) as the complete k-cone over L. If L(α) is the metric suspension of the circle with length α, then M 3 k (α) := M k (L(α)) is the model space of curvature k with singular axis of cone angle α.
Classification of isometries on M 3
k . An isometry φ of M 3 k is called elliptic if it has fixed points. φ is called loxodromic if the displacement function δ φ : x → d(x, φx) has a positive minimum. In this case, the set where δ φ is minimal is a union of φ-invariant geodesics, the so-called axes; generically, there are two axes if k > 0 and there is one axis if k ≤ 0. The third possibility, which occurs only for k < 0, is that δ φ has no minimum. φ is then called parabolic and translates along the horospheres centered at a point at infinity.
Umbilic surfaces. A surface S in a model space M 3 k is called umbilic of principal curvature pc(S) if in all points both principal curvatures equal pc(S). S has intrinsically constant curvature k S = k + pc(S) 2 . We call S spherical, horospherical respectively hyperspherical depending on whether k S > 0, k S = 0 or k S < 0. There are, up to isometry, at most three umbilic foliations of model space M 3 k , i.e. foliations by umbilic surfaces:
• For all k the spherical foliation by distance spheres around a fixed point;
• for k ≤ 0 the parabolic foliation by parallel planes if k = 0, respectively, horospheres centered at a fixed point at infinity if k < 0;
• for k < 0 the hyperbolic foliation by equidistant surfaces from a fixed totallygeodesic plane.
All leaves of these foliations are spherical, horospherical, respectively hyperspherical. The geometry of umbilic surfaces is rigid: Every umbilic surface is contained in a leaf of a unique umbilic foliation, the type of the foliation corresponding to the type of the surface. We call a surface S embedded in a cone manifold X umbilic if S ∩ Sing(X) is discrete, and if the smooth part S smooth := S − Sing(X) is umbilic. It follows that S meets the singular locus orthogonally in non-vertex singular points. Moreover, we call totally-geodesic surfaces S umbilic where S ∩ Sing(X) is contained in the union of a discrete set and the union of all singular edges with cone angle = π. Our definitions are chosen so that nearby equidistant surfaces of umbilic surfaces are umbilic. A turnover is an umbilic sphere with three cone points. I.e. a turnover is topologically a sphere. Geometrically it can nevertheless be horo-or hyperspherical.
Observe that, according to our definition, nearby equidistant surfaces of umbilic surfaces are also umbilic.
Tubes. Parallel to the foliations of the model spaces we now construct tubes foliated by parallel umbilic surfaces. Tubes generalize cones. They will serve as some of the models for the thin part of cone manifolds.
Fix a cone surface S with curvature k S ≥ k. There is a "simplest" cone 3-manifold containing S as embedded umbilic surface which can be obtained as follows: First, we can develope S smooth along a leaf L of one of the umbilic foliations of M 3 k which has the same curvature as S, i.e. we have a locally isometric developement dev : S smooth → L. The type of the foliation will depend on the sign of k S . Let N be one of the two unit normal vector fields along L, and consider the metric obtained from pulling back the Riemannian metric of model space via the map
We choose the maximal open interval I around 0, such that the metric on S smooth × I is a non-singular Riemannian metric. This metric has constant curvature k and descends to S smooth ×I. We call the cone 3-manifold resulting from metric completion the complete k-tube over S and denote it by T ube k (S). If k S > 0, then T ube k (S) is just the complete k-cone over S rescaled by the factor k −1/2 S . If k S ≤ 0 (and hence k ≤ 0) then I = R and T ube k (S) has a singular edge for every cone point in S. If k < 0, we call T ube k (S) the complete k-cusp respectively k-neck over S depending on whether k S = 0 or k S < 0. If k = k S = 0, we call T ube 0 (S) a complete (Euclidean) cylinder. Note that the tubes have natural foliations by parallel umbilic surfaces equidistant from S. The leaves are homothetic to S.
A round or standard ball in a cone manifold X is a metric ball isometric to a truncated cone. A cusp is a submanifold of X isometric to a sublevel set in a complete k-cusp of the natural generalized distance function (Busemann function); it has one convex umbilic boundary component. A neck is a compact submanifold isometric to a layer in a complete k-neck bounded by two umbilic leaves; we require moreover that the two boundary components are convex, i.e. the neck has a totally geodesic center leaf. A cylinder is a submanifold isometric to a layer in a complete cylinder bounded by at most two totally-geodesic leaves. An umbilic tube is a connected submanifold isometric to a layer (i.e. connected family of umbilic leaves) in a model tube which is bounded by at most two umbilic leaves with no convexity condition. Cones, balls, cylinders, cusps and necks are special tubes. We say that two (compact connected embedded) umbilic surfaces in a cone manifold are parallel if their union bounds an embedded umbilic tube.
Exponential map. We view the exponential map in x as a partially defined map
, is the radius of the largest open ball in C k (Σ x X) around O on which exp x is an embedding, i.e. the radius of the largest open round ball centered at x. The cone injectivity radius, cone − inj(x), is the supremum of all r such that B r (x) is contained in a round ball. The cone injectivity radius is continous whereas the injectivity radius is continuous only on the smooth part and along the strata of the singular locus.
From now on, we suppose that cone angles are ≤ 2π. As remarked above, our cone manifolds then are metric spaces with lower curvature bound. In particular, geodesics don't branch.
Cut locus. Let p be a point in a complete conifold X. Consider the union U(p) of all minimizing geodesic segments [0, l) → X initiating in p. It consists of p and all points which are interior points of a minimizing geodesic with initial point p. The metric completion Diri(p) of U(p) is called the Dirichlet polyhedron with respect to p. It canonically embeds into the complete k-cone C k (Σ p X) and there is a natural quotient map Diri(p) → X. The complement of U(p) in X is called the cut locus
If k > 0 and rad(X, p) = diam(M 3 k ) then, by the Diameter Rigidity Theorem for spaces with positive lower curvature bound, cf. [BBI, Theorem 10.4.1 and Exercise 10.4.3] , X = Diri(p) = C k (Σ p X). It has two tips p andp, and Cut(p) =p. Otherwise, Cut(p) is a, possibly empty, locally finite piecewise totally-geodesic 2-complex, and Diri(p) is a locally finite polyhedron in C k (Σ p X) with totally-geodesic faces. Cut(p) contains all singular edges not adjacent to p. The nice property that the cut locus is piecewise totally-geodesic is due to the constancy of curvature.
On can more generally define cut loci with respect to other substructures than points, and in some cases their local geometry is equally nice. For instance, the cut locus Cut(F ) with respect to a finite subset F is a locally finite piecewise totally-geodesic 2-complex and Diri(F ) consists of polyhedra in the union of cones
Another example relevant to us will be the cut locus Cut(Σ) with respect to a separating umbilic surface Σ in a complete conifold X. Let U(Σ) be the union of all geodesic segments γ : [0, l) → X emanating from Σ in orthogonal direction, σ(0) ∈ Σ, and minimizing the distance to Σ. In analogy, we call the metric completion Diri(Σ) of U(Σ) the Dirichlet domain relative to Σ. It canonically embeds into T ube k (Σ). Cut(Σ) is defined as the complement X − U(Σ). Each connected component of the cut locus is either a locally finite totally-geodesic 2-complex or a point corresponding to a tip of T ube k (Σ) contained in Diri(Σ); with every tip, Diri(Σ) contains the whole component of T ube k (Σ) − Σ.
We will also sometimes consider the cut locus with respect to closed geodesics. However, in this case the cut locus is no longer piecewise totally-geodesic.
Convexity. We observe: If X has cone angles ≤ α then the Dirichlet polyhedra and domains have dihedral angles ≤ max(α, π). In particular, if X has cone angles ≤ π then the Dirichlet polyhedra are convex. This fact essentially simplifies the study of cone manifolds with cone angles ≤ π and we will make extensive use of it throughout the paper.
Auxiliary results for cone surfaces
In this section we will consider closed cone surfaces L with curvature 1 and cone angles ≤ π, whose underlying topological surface is a 2-sphere. They will appear later as links of cone manifolds.
Since L has curvature ≥ 1, it has diameter ≤ π. If diam(L) = π then, by the Diameter Rigidity Theorem for spaces with positive lower curvature bound, L is a metric suspension, i.e. in our case a round sphere or the suspension of a circle of length ≤ π.
Lemma 2.1 L contains at most two points with pairwise distance > 2π/3.
Proof: Direct implication of the lower curvature bound 1: The circumference of geodesic triangles is ≤ 2π.
Due to Gauß-Bonnet, L can have at most three cone points. The case of one cone point is in fact impossible. L is either a round sphere, or it is a metric suspension of a circle with length ≤ π and has two cone points, or it is obtained from a spherical triangle with angles ≤ π/2 by doubling along the boundary and has three cone points. The following results concern the case when L is a turnover, i.e. has three cone points.
(ii) If L is a turnover with diam(L) = π/2, then at least two of the three cone angles equal π. If two points ξ, η ∈ L have distance π/2 then at least one of them is a cone point; if ξ is a cone point then η lies on the segment joining the other two cone points.
Proof: Suppose that d(ξ, η) ≥ π/2 and that ζ is a cone point = ξ, η. Any geodesic triangle ∆(ξ, η, ζ) has angle ≤ π/2 at ζ. Since radius(L, ζ) ≤ π/2, comparison implies that d(ξ, η) ≤ π/2. In the case of equality it follows that the cone angle at ζ equals π and that one of the points ξ and η, say ξ, has distance π/2 from ζ. If ξ were not a cone point, then only ζ would have distance π/2 from ξ. Hence ξ must be a cone point, and it follows that η lies on the segment joining ζ to the third cone point.
Lemma 2.3 Suppose that L is a turnover and that at least two of the cone angles
Proof: L is the double of a spherical triangle with two angles ≤ α/2 and one angle ≤ π/2. Such triangles have diameter ≤ D 1 (α) < π/2. Thus, for any vertex ζ ∈ L, we have radius(L, ζ) ≤ D 1 . Now, for any two points ξ, η ∈ L we pick a vertex ζ = ξ, η and consider a geodesic triangle ∆(ξ, η, ζ). The sides adjacent to ζ have length ≤ D 1 and the angle at ζ is
If L is a turnover with diameter ≥ d and cone angles ≤ α, then it contains an embedded smooth round disk with radius r.
Proof:
The assertion is trivial in the case of zero or two cone points. If L has three cone points, then it is the double of a spherical triangle ∆ with acute angles ≤ α/2 and a lower diameter bound. Since the angle sum of spherical triangles is > π, we also have the positive lower bound π − α for the angles of ∆. Such triangles have a lower bound on their inradius, whence the claim.
Local Margulis Lemma for incomplete manifolds
The results of this section will be used to describe the thin part of conifolds away from the singular locus. We will adapt the classical Margulis Lemma to the case of incomplete manifolds; these will arise in our later discussion as the smooth part of cone manifolds.
Let M be a, not necessarily complete, 3-manifold M of constant sectional curvature k ∈ R. We recall that the developing map is the, up to postcomposition with isometries, unique local Riemannian isometry
It induces the holonomy homomorphism
Consider now the action
of the fundamental group of M by deck transformations on the universal cover. There is a trade-off: The deck action is properly discontinuous and free, whereas incompleteness allows the global geometry of the universal coverM to be quite complicated.
On the other hand, model space M 3 k has a simple geometry but the holonomy action Γ M 3 k is in general non-discrete. Even thoughM may have complicated geometry, complete distance balls inM are round:
k into model space given by the developing map must be an isometry onto a round ball. Therefore inj(x) ≥ geod − rad(x). On the other hand, inj(x) ≤ geod − rad(x) = geod − rad(x).
We will use the round balls inM to localize the usual arguments in the Margulis Lemma for complete manifolds of bounded curvature. For δ ′ > 0 and for a point y ∈M , we define Γ y (δ ′ ) ⊂ Γ as the subgroup generated by all elements γ with d(γy, y) < δ ′ . It is non-trivial if the corresponding point in M has small injectivity radius. For r, δ > 0, let us moreover define A y (r, δ) ⊂ Γ as the subgroup generated by all elements which have displacement < δ everywhere on the closed ballB r (y). The definition is made so that, if δ is small compared to r, then the generators of A y (r, δ) have small rotational part. The groups Γ y and A y are locally semi-constant: for z sufficiently close to y holds Γ z ⊇ Γ y and A z ⊇ A y . A pigeonhole argument shows that for sufficiently small δ ′ = δ ′ (r, δ) > 0 holds:
The standard commutator estimate yields:
Proposition 2.6 For R > 0 there exist constants r, δ > 0 also depending on k (and the dimension 3) such that for every point y ∈M with geod − rad(y) > R the group A y (r, δ) is abelian. We fix R, r, δ > 0 so that 2.6 holds, and we define the thin partM thin ofM as the open subset of points y with geod − rad(y) > R and non-trivial A y (r, δ), and the thin part M thin as its projection to M.
We will construct a natural codimension-one foliation on the thin part; since curvature is constant it will be a locally homogeneous smooth Riemannian foliation. Consider a point y ∈ M thin , i.e. geod − rad(y) > R and A y = A y (r, δ) is non-trivial. Let A ′ y be the image of A y under the holonomy homomorphism (2). Observe that by 2.5 hol is injective on isometries φ with d(φy, y) < geod − rad(y), hence A ′ y is again non-trivial. A y is generated by small elements which in particular preserve orientation. From the classification of isometries of model space it is easy to see that A ′ y either preserves a geodesic (axis) or k < 0 and A ′ y preserves the horospheres centered at a point at infinity. In both cases there is a natural choice of a connected abelian subgroup H y ⊂ Isom(M 3 k ) containing A ′ y , namely the identity component of the stabilizer of the axis, respectively, the horospheres. Moreover, there is a corresponding A ′ y -invariant locally homogeneous Riemannian foliation F y of model space, namely by H y -orbits. The leaves are equidistant surfaces of the axis or horospheres. F y pulls back by the developing map to a foliation ofM thin near y. The local semiconstancy of A y implies that these locally defined foliations combine to a natural Γ-invariant foliationF ofM thin . There may be one-dimensional singular leaves, namely geodesic segments inM fixed by small deck transformations; for instance, complete A y -invariant geodesics project to short closed geodesics in M.F descends to a foliation F of M thin . Note that the (two-dimensional) leaves of F are intrinsically flat; they are extrinsically convex if k ≤ 0, whereas their principal curvatures have different signs if k > 0.
Compactness for spaces of conifolds
The space of pointed 3-conifolds with bounded constant curvature and cone angles < 2π is precompact in the Gromov-Hausdorff topology. This is an easy consequence of the so-called Gromov Compactness Theorem, see [GLP] , essentially because the volume growth is at most as strong as in model space. The question arises what one can say about the geometric structure of Gromov-Hausdorff limits.
We first observe that round balls converge to round balls or collapse.
Lemma 3.1 Let κ, r, a > 0. Then any Gromov Hausdorff limit of round (possibly singular) balls B n = B r (x n ) with constant curvatures k n ∈ [−κ, κ], cone angles ≤ π, radius r and area(Σ xn B n ) ≥ a is again a round ball of the same sort.
Proof:
The space of possible links Σ xn B n , i.e. of 2-conifolds with curvature 1, cone angles ≤ π and area ≥ a is Gromov Hausdorff compact. Hence Σ xn B n subconverges to a 2-conifold Σ of this sort. Moreover, the curvatures converge, k n → k. Thus B n converges to the round ball given as the truncated k-cone C k,r (Σ).
For κ, r, a > 0 denote by C κ,r,a the space of pointed 3-conifolds (C, p) with constant curvature −κ ≤ k ≤ κ, cone angles ≤ π and base point p with inj(p) ≥ r and area(Σ p X) ≥ a. Let C κ,r := C κ,r,4π be the subspace of conifolds with smooth base point.
Theorem 3.2 (Compactness for thick cone manifolds) C κ,r and C κ,r,a are Gromov-Hausdorff compact.
Theorem 3.2 is a consequence of 3.1 and the control for the decay of the injectivity radius given in the next proposition 3.3, whose proof will occupy the remainder of this section. 
Let X be a complete 3-conifold with constant curvature k ∈ [−κ, κ] and cone angles ≤ π. Let p ∈ X be a smooth point with inj(p) ≥ i. Then for every point
Proof:
Step 1: From the fact that there is a certain volume concentrated near p we will deduce that there are not too few minimizing segments of a certain length initiating in
contains a smooth round ball of radius i/4. Denote by A x ⊆ Σ x X the subset of initial directions of minimizing geodesic segments with length ≥ i/2. The lower bound for the volume of the annulus
Step 2. Comparison shows that for ǫ > 0 there exists l = l(κ, i, ǫ) > 0 such that: Any loop of length ≤ 2l based in x has angle ≥ π/2 − ǫ with all directions in A x . The same holds for the angles of A x with shortest segments connecting x to Sing(X).
Let Σ be a cone surface of constant curvature 1 with cone angles We choose ǫ = ǫ(κ, i, R) := ǫ(a) and δ = δ(κ, i, R) := δ(a) with a = a(κ, i, R) as in step 1, and accordingly l = l(κ, i, ǫ) = l(κ, i, R).
Step 3: Lower bound for the injectivity radius in vertices. If x is a singular vertex then 3.4 implies that inj(x)
Step 4: Lower bound for the injectivity radius in singular points away from vertices. Assume that x is a singular point with inj(x) ≤ i 1 = l at distance ≥ i 1 /4 from all singular vertices, and choose the singular direction η x ∈ Σ x X according to 3.4. There exists a geodesic loop λ of length ≤ 2l based at x or a segment xy of length ≤ l meeting Sing(X) orthogonally at y.
In the first case, consider the smooth variation of λ moving its base point with unit speed in the direction η x . Since both ends of the loop have angle ≤ π/2 − δ with η x , the first variation formula implies that the length of λ decreases at a rate ≤ −2 sin(δ). In the second case, we argue in a similar fashion and see that inj decreases at a rate
Step 5: Lower bound for the injectivity radius in smooth points away from the singular locus. Assume now that x is a smooth point at distance ≥ i 2 /4 from Sing(X) with inj(x) ≤ i 2 , and choose the direction η x ∈ Σ x X according to 3.4. We argue as in Step 4 and see that inj decays in the direction η x at least with rate − sin(δ). It follows that inj(x) ≥ (i 2 /4) · sin(δ) =: i 3 = i 3 (κ, i, R).
Step 6: Conclusion. The assertion holds for r ′ := i 1 and i ′ := i 3 . (Note that i 1 ≥ i 2 ≥ i 3 .) This finishes the proof of proposition 3.3.
The assumption in 3.3 that p is smooth cannot be omitted. In general, there is no lower bound on the cone injectivity radius near singular round balls. However, our argument yields the following variant of 3.3:
4 Euclidean cone manifolds
Nonnegative curvature and the fundamental group
In this section, we relax the condition on cone angles and consider Euclidean cone 3-manifolds with cone angles ≤ α < 2π. In particular, these are Aleksandrov spaces of nonnegative curvature, and we will prove the following result in the spirit of the Bonnet-Myers Bounded Diameter Theorem for Riemannian manifolds with lower positive curvature bound.
Proposition 4.1 Let X be a connected Euclidean cone 3-manifold with cone angles ≤ α < 2π and non-empty singular set Sing(X). Suppose that Γ is an infinite discrete group acting properly discontinuously on X by isometries. Then Γ is virtually cyclic. If Γ acts moreover cocompactly, then X splits isometrically as the product Y × R of the real line with a closed Euclidean cone surface Y .
Proof:
Step 1: There are no singular vertices. Suppose that X contains singular vertices and consider a diverging sequence x 1 , x 2 , . . . of distinct vertices in the same Γ-orbit. We fix a base point p ∈ X and denote by v i ∈ Σ p X the direction of the segment px i . We may assume without loss of generality that the v i converge,
and that
Applying triangle comparison (with Euclidean plane) to the triangles ∆(p, x i , x i+1 ) for large i, we obtain that
In view of (4), this means that ∠ x i (p, x i+1 ) → π. On the other hand, by the Diameter Rigidity Theorem for CAT(1)-spaces, we have that diam(Σ x i X) = d < π, a contradiction. This shows that Sing (0) (X) is empty.
Step 2: Sing(X) has finitely many connected components. The argument is similar. Assume that there are infinitely many connected components σ i of Sing(X) and consider shortest segments px i from p to σ i . Let w i be the direction of px i at x i . After passing to a subsequence, we conclude as before that ∠ x i (p, x i+1 ) → π. This is absurd because, due to our upper bound on cone angles, we have rad(
where the radius rad(Σ x i X, w i ) of Σ x i X at w i is defined as the Hausdorff distance of Σ x i X and the one point subset {w i }. Thus Sing(X) has finitely many connected components.
Step 3. It follows that a finite index subgroup of Γ preserves one (each) singular component. The discontinuity of the action implies that the components of Sing(X) are complete geodesics and that Γ is virtually cyclic.
If the action of Γ is in addition cocompact then X is quasi-isometric to R and has therefore two ends. We apply the Splitting Theorem, cf. [BBI, Theorem 10.5 .1], to conclude that X splits as a metric product of R and an Aleksandrov space Y of nonnegative curvature. Y must then be a closed Euclidean cone surface.
Classification of non-compact Euclidean cone 3-manifolds with cone angles ≤ π
A principal goal of this paper is to determine the geometry of the thin part of cone manifolds, i.e. to determine the possibilities for the local geometry on a uniform small scale. The overall heuristic guide line will be that global results for noncompact Euclidean cone manifolds correspond to local results for conifolds of bounded variable curvature. For instance, in the smooth case, the fact that there is a short list of noncompact smooth Euclidean manifolds reflects the Margulis Lemma for complete Riemannian manifolds of bounded curvature. As a warm-up for the core of the paper, we show in this section that there is still a short list of noncompact Euclidean cone 3-manifolds with cone angles ≤ π. The corresponding local results for conifolds with bounded constant curvature will be discussed in section 5.
We give a direct approach to the classification without literally appealing to general results for nonnegatively curved manifolds such as the Soul Theorem or the Splitting Theorem, although the ideas are of course related. The results in this section will not be used elsewhere in the text, but they are motivation and model for the later discussion.
Let E be a noncompact Euclidean cone 3-manifold with cone angles ≤ π. Recall that the cut locus Cut(x) for a point x is a piecewise totally-geodesic 2-complex. Cutting up E along Cut(x) yields the Dirichlet polyhedron Diri(x). It is a convex polyhedron embedded in the complete cone C 0 (Σ x E).
Since E is noncompact, there are rays emanating in every point x ∈ E. By a ray, we will always mean a minimizing geodesic ray. Denote by R x ⊆ Σ x E the set of their initial directions. The convexity of Diri(x) implies that R x is convex in the following sense: (i) If ξ, η ∈ R x are directions with ∠ x (ξ, η) < π then every minimizing segment ξη belongs to R x ; (ii) if ξ ∈ R x and ζ ∈ Σ x E is singular with ∠ x (ξ, ζ) < π/2 then ζ ∈ R x . We give two applications of this fact to links of singular points where, due to "lack of space", the geometry of convex subsets is restricted.
Lemma 4.2 If v is a singular vertex with
Proof: The convexity of R v implies that it fills out all of Σ v E.
Lemma 4.3 Let x be an interior point of a singular edge σ. Then (i) either there is a singular ray initiating in x,
(ii) or all rays emanating in x are perpendicular to σ. In case (ii) and if coneangle(σ) < π, then every direction in x perpendicular to σ is the initial direction of a ray.
Proof: Σ v E is the suspension of a circle. By convexity, R v is either contained in the equator or contains a singular pole. If the equator has length < π, it is entirely contained in every convex subset which intersects it.
A direct consequence of 4.3 is:
Lemma 4.4 If σ is a closed singular geodesic with cone angle < π, then the exponential map ν σ → E from the normal bundle of σ is an isometry, i.e. E is a metrically locally trivial bundle over σ with fiber a punctured plane.
If x is a point with finite injectivity radius, and thus R x a proper subset of Σ x E, then we have the following further restriction on R x : there exists a direction of angle ≥ π/2 with R x . Namely, Cut(x) = ∅ in this case. A cut point z closest to x is either the midpoint of a geodesic loop based at x, or z lies on a singular edge σ with cone angle π and there is a minimizing segment xz perpendicular to σ. From the convexity of the Dirichlet polyhedron one easily deduces:
Lemma 4.5 Let ζ ∈ Σ x E be the direction of a shortest segment to Cut(x) or, more generally, suppose that ζ is the initial direction of a geodesic loop or a segment xy perpendicular to
A typical use of 4.5 will be to analyse the following conflict: Links in singular points are small but, on the other hand, rays and shortest segments to the cut locus require room. This idea will be applied below in several places.
Leaving aside the smooth case, we assume from now on that Sing(E) = ∅ and, moreover, that E is not isometric to a complete Euclidean cone. Then inj < ∞ everywhere.
The case of cone angles < π. In view of 2.2 links at singular vertices have diameter < π/2, and 4.2 handles the case when Sing (0) (E) = ∅. The case when closed singular geodesics occur is covered by 4.4. We are therefore left with the case that Sing(E) consists of complete noncompact geodesics.
Let σ be a singular edge. In each point x ∈ σ exist a geodesic loop and 4.5 leaves the following possibilities: Either R x is the equator of Σ x E and σ closes up, or σ contains a singular ray with initial point x. The first case has already been ruled out and, consequently, in each singular point emanates a singular ray.
It follows that we can choose x on σ so that it divides σ into two rays. Then Diri(x) contains the entire singular axis σ of model space C 0 (Σ x E). By convexity, it splits as
where C x denotes the cross section through x. C x is a proper convex subset of a Euclidean plane with cone point of angle < π. It follows that C x must be compact, so C x is a compact finite-sided polygon with one cone point. A general remark on the Dirichlet polyhedron if cone angles are < π: The natural quotient map Diri(x) → E projects smooth boundary points of Diri(x) two-toone to smooth points of Cut(x), and edges of Diri(x) to branch points of Cut(x) and singular points ∈ σ. The identifications on ∂Diri(x) are thus the continuous extension of a fixed point free isometric involution ι on the smooth part of ∂Diri(x). ι must preserve distance from x.
Returning to our situation (5) where ∂Diri(x) consists of bi-infinite strips with compact cross sections, it follows that ι sends lines parallel to σ again to such lines. Since ι preserves d(x, ·), we see moreover that ι maps ∂C x into itself. It follows that C x projects to an embedded compact totally-geodesic surface Σ in E with at least one cone point. Σ must then be a sphere with three cone points, so in particular two-sided. It follows that E ∼ = R × Σ.
We arrive at the following list of noncompact Euclidean cone 3-manifolds with cone angles < π:
• Cones,
• smooth ones,
• bundles over a circle with fiber a Euclidean plane with cone point,
• R times a compact Euclidean cone surface.
The case of cone angles ≤ π. First a general remark about the Dirichlet polyhedron and its boundary identifications in this situation. Let ∂ 0 Diri(x) denote the complement of the edges in ∂Diri(x). The image of ∂ 0 Diri(x) under the natural quotient map Diri(x) → E consists of the smooth part of Cut(x) and those points on edges with cone angle π to which there is a unique shortest geodesic from x. The identifications on ∂ 0 Diri(x) are given by an isometric involution ι. ι can have fixed points, but no isolated ones. Its fixed set F ix(ι), if non-empty, is one-dimensional and maps one-to-one into the union of edges with cone angle π; the complement ∂ 0 Diri(x) − F ix(ι) double-covers the smooth part of Cut(x).
Let us now analyse the situation when x is an interior point of a singular edge σ with cone angle β ≤ π and, moreover, all rays emanating from x are ⊥ σ. Then, starting at x, σ remains in both directions minimizing only for finite time, i.e. Diri(x) intersects the singular axis of C 0 (Σ x E) ∼ = M 3 0 (β) in a compact subsegment I. The cross section C x of Diri(x) perpendicular to I is a noncompact convex subset of Euclidean plane M 2 0 (β) with one cone point of angle β. If C x fills out the entire plane M 2 0 (β), then Diri(x) ∼ = I × M 2 0 (β) In particular, ∂Diri(x) is totally-geodesic, i.e. ∂ 0 Diri(x) = ∂Diri(x), and hence the boundary identifications are given by an involutive isometry ι of ∂Diri(x) with empty or onedimensional fixed point set. Either ι exchanges the boundary planes or it is a reflection on each of them. (A reflection on a Euclidean plane with cone point β is an involutive isometry whose fixed point set is a union of two rays emanating from the cone point into "opposite" directions with angle β/2.) Thus E is a bundle of planes with cone points over a circle or a compact interval; in the latter case the fibers over the endpoints of the interval are singular with index two, meaning that they are index-two branched subcovers of the generic fiber.
If C x is a proper subset of M 2 0 (β), then β = π, cf. 4.3. C x must be a noncompact Euclidean surface with one cone point of angle π and one boundary component which is a line; it can be constructed from a strip J × R by gluing one boundary line to itself by a reflection. The same holds for all cross sections C y , y ∈ I. ∂Diri(x) is the union of the top and bottom cross sections C, C ′ and some bi-infinte strips with compact cross sections. ι must map C ∪ C ′ to itself and complete lines contained in the strips again to such lines. Consider the unique ray r ⊂ Diri(x) starting in x and denote by R t , t > 0, the cross sections of Diri(x) perpendicular to r and not through x. The R t are all isometric to one compact polygon R, and Diri(x) can be obtained from R × [0, ∞) by dividing out a reflection on R × {0}. Combining these remarks and taking into account that the boundary identifications of Diri(x) preserve d(x, ·), we see that the cross sections R t project to two-sided embedded copies of a compact Euclidean cone surfaces Σ, and E arises from Σ × [0, ∞) by quotienting out an involutive isometry on Σ × {0} with a one-dimensional fixed point set.
In the following we can assume in view of 4.3 that in each singular point initiates a singular ray. It is a consequence that all singular edges emanating from singular vertices are rays. If there exists a singular vertex v this implies E ∼ = C 0 (Σ v E), but we had ruled out the case that E is a cone. Hence there are no singular vertices, and Sing(E) is a union of lines.
As above it follows that each singular edge σ contains a point dividing it into two rays, and Diri(x) ∼ = R × C x where C x is the cross section of Diri(x) through x. C x is a proper convex subset of a Euclidean plane with one cone point of angle β ≤ π.
If C x is compact, then we see as before that the boundary identifications preserve ∂C x . At this point we have to argue more carefully as ι may now have fixed points. But F ix(ι) ⊆ ∂C x and for t > 0 the union C x ×{±t} of parallel cross sections projects to an embedded compact Euclidean cone surface Σ t ⊂ E which may have one or two components. All Σ t are isometric copies of the same surface Σ. E is obtained from Σ × [0, ∞) by dividing out an involutive isometry on Σ × {0} with one-dimensional (possibly empty) fixed point set.
If C x is not compact, then β = π because C x must be a proper subset of M 2 0 (β). Moreover, C x is isometric to a Euclidean surface Y with one cone point of angle π and one oundary line, as already considered above. ∂Diri(x) is isometric to the standard Euclidean plane and the boundary identifications are given by a reflection. In this case E contains two singular lines and it arises from Euclidean plane times a compact interval by dividing out a reflection on each boundary plane.
This finishes the analysis and we come up with the following list of noncompact Euclidean cone 3-manifolds with cone angles ≤ π:
• Cones;
• smooth ones;
• bundles over a circle or compact interval with fiber a Euclidean plane, standard or with cone point; if the base is an interval then the fibers over its endpoints are singular;
• bundles over a ray with compact fiber and singular fiber over the endpoint;
Here, bundles mean metrically locally trivial bundles. Singular fibers have index two.
Cone manifolds with lower diameter bound
We saw in section 4 that there is a short list of noncompact Euclidean cone 3-manifolds with cone angles ≤ π. In the sequel, we will prove parallel results for the local geometry of cone manifolds with bounded curvature and a lower diameter bound. The lower diameter bound plays the role of the non-compactness condition in the flat case.
Neighborhoods of singular vertices and short closed singular geodesics
In this section, we make the following general assumption:
Assumption 5.1 Let X be a cone 3-manifold of constant curvature k ∈ R with cone angles ≤ π and diam(X) ≥ D 0 > 0.
The following result parallels 4.2:
Proposition 5.2 (Injectivity radius at singular vertices)
Proof: By our diameter assumption, there exists a "far away" point y, that is,
there is a geodesic loop l of length ≤ 2i based at v or a geodesic segment s = vx of length ≤ i which at x is perpendicular to the singular locus. In both cases, we can construct a geodesic triangle ∆(v, y, x) with the following properties:
The normal injectivity radius of a closed geodesic γ is defined as the maximal radius up to which the exponential map on the normal bundle of γ is an embedding. Parallel to 4.3 we have:
Proposition 5.3 (Normal injectivity radius at short singular circles) For 0 < β < π there exist l = l(k, D 0 , β) > 0 and n = n(k, D 0 , β) > 0 such that:
A singular closed geodesic σ with period ≤ l and cone angle ≤ β < π has normal injectivity radius ≥ n.
Proof: We will choose l smaller than, say, D 0 /10 and can pick a point y at distance
Let us first convince ourselves that shortest segments τ = wy from points w ∈ σ to the distant point y are almost perpendicular to σ. Namely, we can apply comparison to the geodesic triangle with sides τ, σ, τ and obtain that
with ǫ = ǫ(k, D 0 , l) > 0 and ǫ → 0 as l → 0. Assume now that the normal injectivity radius of σ is ≤ n, and let x be a point in Cut(σ) closest to σ. Then there exists a point y ∈ σ and a geodesic triangle ∆(w, y, x) with the following properties: (i) d(w, y) ≥ D 0 /3; (ii) d(w, x) ≤ n; (iii) ∠ x (w, y) ≤ π/2; and (iv) the side wx is perpendicular to σ. We use property (iv) to estimate the angle at w. The link Σ w X at w is the suspension with equator length ≤ β, and hence (6) implies ∠ w (y, x) ≤ β/2 + ǫ. By choosing l = l(k, D 0 , β) > 0 sufficiently small, we can assure, for instance, that (v) ∠ w (y, x) ≤ (β + π)/4 < π/2. Comparison now implies, using the properties (i)-(v), that n ≥ n(k, D 0 , β) > 0.
Tubes around embedded umbilic surfaces
In this section, we will study the geometry near a connected embedded umbilic surface Σ ⊂ X without boundary. We will not need an a priori lower bound for the diameter.
Assumption 5.4 Let X be a cone 3-manifold of constant curvature k ∈ R with cone angles ≤ π.
Suppose first in addition that Σ is separating and not totally-geodesic. We will keep this assumption for the major part of our discussion. Results in the general case will be deduced at the end.
The property that Σ is not totally-geodesic implies that Σ is two-sided. We say that a locally defined unit normal vector field N along Σ points to the convex side if the principal curvature of Σ with respect to N is positive, i.e. if the shape operator DN, defined on tangent spaces to Σ at smooth points, is a positive multiple of the identity. We call the other side of Σ concave. Let X conv (Σ), Cut conv (Σ), Diri conv (Σ) and ∂ conv Diri(Σ) denote the portions of X, the cut locus, Dirichlet domain and its boundary on the convex side of Σ, similarly X conc (Σ), Cut conc (Σ), Diri conc (Σ) and ∂ conc Diri(Σ) on the concave side.
Recall (see section 2.1) that the Dirichlet domain Diri(Σ) canonically embeds into the tube T ube k (Σ). The reason for our assumption that Σ separates is that then the constant curvature of X and the umbilicity of Σ imply that the components of ∂Diri(Σ) which are not tips of the tube are piecewise totally-geodesic 2-complexes. The upper bound π on cone angles implies that Diri(Σ) is moreover convex. Denote by
the natural quotient map.
On the concave side
Our next two observations concern the component of X on the concave side of Σ.
Lemma 5.5 If Σ is spherical or horospherical, then it bounds a round ball respectively cusp embedded in X.
Proof: Diri(Σ) is convex and therefore contains the convex hull of Σ in T ube k (Σ). Since Σ is not hyperspherical, the convex hull fills out the whole component of the tube on the concave side of Σ. This is a round ball or cusp, according to whether Σ is spherical or horospherical, and it embeds via (7) into X.
If Σ is hyperspherical (and thus k < 0), we define ρ = ρ(k, pc(Σ)) as the distance from Σ to the totally-geodesic umbilic leaf L central in T ube k (Σ) and denote by T the umbilic tube between Σ and L central .
Lemma 5.6 If Σ is hyperspherical and not totally-geodesic, then d(Σ, Cut conc (Σ)) ≥ ρ and (7) is an embedding on T −L central . It is an embedding on
T if d(Σ, Cut conc (Σ)) > ρ. Rigidity: If d(Σ, Cut conc (Σ)) = ρ, then L central = ∂ conc Diri(
Σ). (7) restricts on L central to a 2-fold ramified covering over Cut conc (Σ). The corresponding identifications on L central are given by an isometric involution ι; its fixed point set is either empty or a piecewise geodesic one-manifold and maps homeomorphically onto the boundary of Cut conc (Σ) which is a union of singular edges with cone angle π.
Proof: T is the convex hull of Σ in T ube k (Σ) and therefore belongs to Diri(Σ). This implies the first part of the assertion.
For the rigidity discussion, note that as soon as Diri(Σ) contains a neighborhood of a point of L central , then it contains a neighborhood of the entire leaf L central and thus d(Σ, Cut conc (Σ)) > ρ. (The umbilic leaves are connected by assumption!) Therefore, if d(Σ, Cut conc (Σ)) = ρ, then L central = ∂ conc Diri(Σ). X conc (Σ) thus arises from T by boundary identifications on L central , and L central maps via (7) onto Cut conc (Σ). The rest follows.
On the convex side
We will now study the cut locus on the convex side of Σ. We start by defining an auxiliary quantity. Let S be a complete umbilic surface in smooth model space M 3 k with principal curvature pc(S) = P > 0, and let y be a point on the convex side at distance h > 0 from S. Consider the convex hull C of S and y. It is rotationally symmetric, and we define ψ = ψ(k, P, h) ∈ (0, π 2 ] ∪ {π} as its opening angle, i.e. we set ψ := π if y is an interior point of C -which can happen if k > 0 -and define ψ as the radius of the disk Σ y C otherwise. We will be interested in lower bounds for ψ. A continuity argument shows that there is a continuous functionψ(k, P, h), defined for k ∈ R and P, h ≥ 0, such thatψ(k, 0, 0) = π 2 and ψ(k, P ′ , h ′ ) ≥ψ(k, P, h) whenever 0 < P ′ ≤ P and 0 < h ′ ≤ h.
Lemma 5.7 If pc(Σ) ≤ P and if x ∈ Cut(Σ) with d(x, Σ) ≤ h, then the angle at x between Cut(Σ) and any shortest segment from x to Σ is ≥ψ =ψ(k, P, h).
In particular, the angle at x between any two shortest segments to Σ is ≥ 2ψ.
Proof: A shortest segment from x to Σ corresponds to a pointx ∈ ∂Diri(Σ). Let ξ denote the direction atx of the perpendicular to Σ. Diri(Σ) contains the convex hull of Σ andx which in turn contains, locally atx, the cone over the disk of radiuŝ ψ around ξ in ΣxT ube k (Σ). This shows the first assertion, and the second is a direct consequence.
5.7 allows to bound the number of shortest segments from a point x to Σ in terms of k, P and d(Σ, x), except in the case when x is a focal point of Σ or, equivalently, when x is the center of an embedded round ball bounded by Σ. If x is close enough to Σ, then there can exist at most two such segments due to the limited room in Σ x X. Near Σ, this rules out branching of the cut locus and Cut(Σ) has the following simple geometry:
Lemma 5.8 There exists h = h(k, P ) > 0 with the following property: If pc(Σ) ≤ P and if x ∈ Cut(Σ) with d(x, Σ) < h, then there are at most two shortest segments from x to Σ.
If there are two shortest segments τ 1 and τ 2 , then Cut(Σ) is totally geodesic near x. If in addition x is singular, then τ 1 ∪ τ 2 forms a singular segment orthogonal to Σ at both endpoints and with y as midpoint.
If there is only one shortest segment τ , then either τ is smooth and x is an interior point of a singular edge σ with cone angle ≥ 2ψ, or x is a singular vertex, τ a singular segment, and the other two singular segments σ 1 and σ 2 emanating from x have cone angles ≥ 2ψ. In the first case, Cut(Σ) is near x a totally-geodesic half disk bounded by σ; in the second case it is a sector, that is, the k-cone over an arc of length ≤ coneangle(τ )/2 ≤ π/2 bounded by σ 1 and σ 2 .
Proof:
We choose h > 0 sufficiently small so thatψ(k, P, h) > π/3.ψ > π/3 implies that any two shortest segments from x to Σ have angle > 2π/3 and hence (by 2.1) there can be at most two of them.
Regarding the second part, the assertion is clear for smooth points x. Suppose therefore that x is singular and that there are two shortest segments τ 1 and τ 2 from x to Σ. Since diam(Σ x X) > π/2, x cannot be a singular vertex. Hence x lies on a singular edge σ and divides it into singular segments σ 1 and σ 2 .
Note that if a suspension of a circle of length ≤ π contains two points with distance > 2π/3, then each pole of the suspension lies within distance < π/3 of one of the points. It follows that, after reindexing, ∠ x (σ i , τ i ) < π/3. 5.7 then implies that the σ i cannot belong to Cut(Σ) near x, hence τ i ⊂ σ i .
Suppose now that there is just one shortest segment τ . If x is an interior point of a singular edge σ with cone angle β then, near x, the cut locus is a totally geodesic half disk bounded by σ. The angle between τ and Cut(Σ) at x is hence ≤ β/2, and 5.7 implies β ≥ 2ψ.
We are left with the case that x is a singular vertex. By 5.7, Σ x X has injectivity radius > π 3 at the point Σ x τ , and an area estimate implies that τ must be singular. . Hence the direction Σ x τ cannot be a smooth point of Σ x X. Our previous argument shows that the cone angles at singular points near x and not on τ are ≥ 2ψ. The rest follows.
As a direct consequence, we have:
If pc(Σ) ≤ P then, up to distance h from Σ, Cut(Σ) is a totally-geodesic surface, possibly with boundary.
Our next motive is that, due to the convexity of Diri(Σ), Cut(Σ) cannot bend away from Σ too fast. If Σ has small diameter, or bounded diameter and small principal curvature, this will force the cut locus to close up as soon as it approaches Σ sufficiently. Note that, by construction, ∠τ (l) (τ (0), τ (h)) ≤ π/2 and d(τ (0),τ (0)) ≤ diam(Σ). τ andτ are opposite sides of a (two-dimensional) quadrangle Q of constant curvature k embedded in T ube k (Σ). Elementary geometry in the model M d 1 (k, P, h) is chosen small enough, then l can be bounded below by a positive constant h(k, P, h).
Lemma 5.10 For
By the same argument, one shows the following variant of Lemma 5.10: In the situation of Lemma 5.10 or 5.11, there is a canonical homeomorphism
which can be characterized by the property that each point x ∈ Σ is the footpoint of the perpendicular from θ(x) to Σ. The canonical quotient map
is a two-fold ramified covering, and the corresponding identification on ∂ conv Diri(Σ) is given by an isometric involution ι. If ι has fixed points then it reverses orientation. F ix(ι) is a piecewise geodesic one-dimensional submanifold, and its vertices are cone points of Σ. F ix(ι) maps via ι homeomorphically onto the boundary of Cut conv (Σ) which is a union of singular edges with cone angles ≥ 2ψ(k, P 0 , h); note that 2ψ(k, P 0 , h) ≃ π if P 0 , h ≃ 0. The nearest point projection Diri conv (Σ) → Σ induces a singular fibration of
with fiber a compact interval. In the special case that Σ is a turnover, we can be more precise: Either ι fixes all three cone points of ∂Diri conv (Σ) and Cut conv (Σ) is a (two-dimensional) triangle, or ι fixes one cone point and exchanges the other two. In the latter case, Cut conv (Σ) is a disk with one cone point and one corner.
In the case of a cone manifold with totally-geodesic boundary, we can apply the above discussion to nearby equidistant surfaces from the boundary and obtain: 
We consider the family of embedded umbilic surfaces Σ ′ equidistant to Σ with distance < d(Σ, Cut(Σ)) from Σ. They have uniformly bounded principal curvatures < P 1 := √ −k. Let h = h(k, P 1 ) be the constant given in Corollary 5.9. By choosing ρ sufficiently small we assure that the umbilic surfaces Σ ′ are uniformly thin and, in view of the lower bound on cone angles, have diameter < d 1 = d 1 (k, P 1 , h) with the constant d 1 in Lemma 5.10. We apply Lemma 5.10 and the first assertion follows.
The additional assertion regarding the cone angles at ∂Cut(Σ) follows by choosing the constant h sufficiently small so thatψ(k,
The case of cone angles bounded away from π
We now restrict to the case that X has cone angles ≤ α < π. The conclusions in the discussion in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 above then simplify. On the concave side of Σ we obtain: Addendum 5.14 (to 5.6) (i) In the rigidity case of 5.6, Cut conc (Σ) is a totallygeodesic surface without boundary, and there is a natural two-fold regular covering Σ → Cut conc (Σ).
(ii) There
then the rigidity case in 5.6 cannot occur, i.e. the tube T embeds.
Proof: Assume that we are in the rigidity case. The involution ι on L central must then be fixed point free, because there are no edges with cone angle π. Therefore the natural quotient map L central → Cut conc (Σ) is a regular covering. Via the natural homeomorphism Σ → L central it translates into a covering Σ → Cut conc (Σ).
As for the second part, observe that diam(L central ) ≤ diam(Σ). If we choose d 0 small enough, then Gauß-Bonnet yields that L central is a sphere with three cone points or a smooth flat surface. The latter case cannot occur because k < 0 and L central has negative curvature. In the first case, ι would have to fix one of the cone points and we obtain a contradiction, too.
Returning to the convex side of Σ, 5.8 now has the following direct consequence for the cut locus near Σ:
If pc(Σ) ≤ P then, up to distance h from Σ, Cut(Σ) is totally-geodesic without boundary.
Proof: Choose h so thatψ(k, P, h) > α/2. This rules out in 5.8 the possibility of cut points near Σ with a unique minimizing segment to Σ.
We fix the constant h = h(k, P, α) from 5.15 and accordinglyd 1 =d 1 (k, P, h) = d 1 (k, P, α) andh =h(k, P, h) =h(k, P, α).
Lemma 5.16 There exists
Proof: 5.15 and 5.10 imply for d 2 ≤ d 1 that Cut conv (Σ) is a closed totally-geodesic cone surface contained in N h (Σ) and that there is a natural two-to-one regular covering map Σ → Cut conv (Σ). As a consequence, ∂ conv Diri(Σ) is a closed totally geodesic surface as well. It follows that k > 0 and
is a function of k and pc(Σ), and can be bounded above in terms of k and P . Therefore we can choose d 2 sufficiently small so that the following holds: If diam(Σ) ≤ d 2 then Gauß-Bonnet forces the cone surface L central with curvature k > 0 to be a sphere with three cone points. However, since there exists the two-to-one regular covering map L central ∼ = Σ → Cut conv (Σ), the number of cone points on L central must be even, a contradiction.
We drop now our additional assumptions from the beginning of section 5.2 that Σ separates X and is not totally-geodesic, and consider the situation when Σ has small diameter and controlled principal curvature. Putting together our previous results, we can give the following description of the geometry near such surfaces:
Proposition 5.17 (Neighborhoods of umbilic surfaces with small diameter)
Suppose that the umbilic surface Σ ⊂ X has principal curvature pc(Σ) ≤ P and diam(Σ) < d. Then Σ is an umbilic leaf in an embedded umbilic tube T ⊆ X whose boundary ∂T is convex and such that each of the at most two components of ∂T has diameter d.
More precisely, we have the following possibilities:
• k > 0: X = T is a complete tube with Σ as umbilic leaf.
• k = 0: Either T is a round ball with boundary sphere of diameter d. Or X is a quotient of a complete cylinder, and X is a bundle with fiber Σ over R, a circle or a compact interval. If the base is an interval, then the fibers over the endpoints are singular with index two.
• k < 0: T is a round ball or cusp with boundary of diameter d, or a neck, that is, a tube with two convex boundary components of diameter d.
Step 1. Suppose that Σ separates and is not totally-geodesic. In the first stage of the proof, we choose d smaller than the constant d 0 in 5.14. By 5.5, 5.6 and 5.14, there exists an embedded umbilic tube T 0 ⊂ X with Σ as leaf and the following properties: T 0 is a ball if Σ is spherical, a cusp if Σ is horospherical, and a neck if Σ is hyperspherical. T 0 has convex boundary with at most two components. Their principal curvatures are < √ −k if Σ is hyperspherical and < pc(Σ) otherwise; hence in all cases they are < P ′ = P ′ (k, P ) with P ′ := P if k ≥ 0 and
separating umbilic surface (as usual connected and without boundary). If pc(Σ
Proof of Sublemma. Combine 5.5, 5.6, 5.14 and 5.16.
. We apply 5.18 to the umbilic boundary components of T 0 and see that T 0 can be enlarged to an embedded tube T all of whose boundary components have diameter ≥ d.
Step 2. Suppose now that Σ does not separate but still is not totally-geodesic. Consider the cyclic covering p :X → X associated to the homomorphism π 1 (X) → Z given by the oriented intersection number with Σ. Any connected componentΣ of p −1 (Σ) is an umbilic surface isometric to Σ which separatesX, and our previous discussion applies. First of all, neither component ofX obtained by cutting alongΣ is a ball or cusp, and thus Σ is hyperspherical and k < 0. Furthermore,X contains an embedded neckT withΣ as an umbilic leaf and boundary components of diameter d.
Sublemma 5.19 There exists
Any two separating umbilic surfaces
Proof of Sublemma. We will choose d 3 ≤ min(d 2 ,h). Suppose that Σ 1 and Σ 2 are not disjoint. Then, Σ 1 is contained in N d 3 (Σ 2 ) =: Z which, by 5.18, is an umbilic tube.
Z, or more precisely the universal cover of Z smooth , developes onto a layer of width 2d 3 in model space M 3 k bounded by two leaves L 1 an L 2 of an umbilic foliation F model . Σ 1 developes onto a complete umbilic surface U contained in the layer. If d 3 is sufficiently small, then U must separate the L i , because it has controlled principal curvature. In the situation that the foliation F model is not spherical, this already means that U must be one of its leaves, i.e. is parallel to the L i .
If F model is spherical, then L 1 , L 2 and also U are round spheres, and we need one more observation to see that U is concentric with the L i . We consider the function f = d(L 1 , ·) on model space. Since the developement of the universal cover of Σ smooth 1 onto U is equivariant with respect to its deckgroup, the restriction of f to U must have a minimum and maximum point within distance ≤ d 3 . This forces U to be concentric with the L i if d 3 is small enough. It then follows that Σ 1 and Σ 2 are parallel and thus coincide.
We decrease d further so that d ≤ d 3 . All umbilic leaves ofT have diameter ≤ d and principal curvature < √ −k ≤ P ′ . 5.19 therefore implies, that any two translates ofT by a non-trivial deck transformation ofX → X are disjoint. It follows thatT projects to an embedded neck in X around Σ, and we are done in this case, too.
Step 3. Finally, if Σ is totally geodesic, we can deduce the claim in the case k = 0 by applying the above discussion to nearby equidistant surfaces of Σ. If k = 0, one may argue as follows. Diri(Σ) is canonically embedded into the normal bundle of Σ and, by convexity, ∂Diri(Σ) has one or two connected components which are closed totally geodesic surfaces equidistant to Σ. The natural projection ∂Diri(Σ) → Cut(Σ) is a two-fold regular covering, compare the discussion in section 4.2. The assertion follows and the proof of 5.17 is complete.
Finding umbilic cross sections
The aim of this section will be to show that, if the injectivity radius at the midpoint of a "long" minimizing segment with cone angle bounded away from π is sufficiently small, then there is orthogonal to it an umbilic cross section with small diameter. Furthermore, this cross section is leaf of an umbilic tube which contains the whole segment, cf. 5.25 and 5.27.
2
We start with a few observations regarding the geometry near the middle of minimizing segments. The next result deals with the geometry close to long minimizing segments. It is in the spirit of the Splitting Theorem for nonnegatively curved Riemannian manifolds.
Assume that d(q − , q + ) = L and that x is a point with d(x, q ± ) ≥ L/4. Let α ± = xq ± be not necessarily minimizing geodesic segments such that
Then ∠ x (α + , α − ) > π − ǫ.
Step 1. Suppose that one of the segments α ± , say α − , is minimizing. We apply comparison to the geodesic triangle ∆(q − , x, q + ) with α ± as two of its sides.
(9) implies that the angle at x of the comparison triangle is ≥ π − ǫ(k, L, e)/3 with lim e→0 ǫ(k, L, e) = 0. Since ∠ x (α + , α − ) is larger, the assertion follows in this case.
Step 2. The general case can be directly deduced by considering minimizing segmentsᾱ ± from x to q ± . Then we have ∠ x (ᾱ − ,ᾱ + ) ≥ π − ǫ/3 and ∠ x (ᾱ ± , α ∓ ) ≥ π − ǫ/3. It follows that ∠ x (ᾱ ± , α ± ) ≤ 2ǫ/3 and ∠ x (α ± , α ∓ ) ≥ π − ǫ, as desired.
Combining 5.20 and 5.21 we obtain:
Let α ± = xq ± be as in 5.21 satisfying(9) , and let λ be a (not necessarily shortest) geodesic loop of length ≤ l based at x. Then π/2 − ǫ < ∠ x (λ, α ± ) < π/2 + ǫ.
We now turn our attention to singular minimizing segments and investigate the cut locus with respect to their midpoints. The minimizing segments σ i from p to x correspond to pointsx i in ∂Diri(p). Each of the segments σ i determines a so-called Voronoi cell V i in the link Σ x X. By definition, V i consists of those directions at x whose angle with σ i is ≤ the angle with all other minimizing segments from x to p. V i is a convex spherical polygon. Σx i Diri(p) is canonically identified with V i .
Diri(p) contains at least the subsegment q + q − of the singular axis, and maybe more. We can connect the pointsx i to the "distant" points q ± by unique segments x i q ± inside the Dirichlet polyhedron. We have to be careful because the corresponding segments in X need a priori not be minimizing. However, they are almost minimizing and their initial directions η ±,i ∈ V i at x are almost gradient directions for the distance functions −d(q ± , ·). Namely, 5.21 implies that for any ǫ 1 > 0 (a constant to be fixed later) we have
There are two geodesic segments in Diri(p) connectingx i tox j (i = j). Both of them have length ≤ 2h and they correspond to loops in X with base point x. In general, at most one of these loops is minimizing. (They have different lengths!) Nevertheless, we can apply 5.22 and obtain that, after further decreasing h if necessary, both segments fromx i tox j have angle ∈ (π/2 − ǫ 1 , π/2 + ǫ 1 ) with both segments x i q ± . Thus they are "almost perpendicular" to the singular axis of the Dirichlet polyhedron.
Step 2. Consider now the case that x is smooth and there exist (at least) three minimizing segments σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 between p and x.
The pointsx i are vertices of a canonical geodesic triangle ∆ winding once around the singular axis of M 3 k (β). Since there are two minimizing segments between any two pointsx i andx j we have to construct ∆ with a bit of care: Each pointx i lies on a half plane bounded by the singular axis. Betweenx i andx j we choose the segment which does not intersect the third half plane. The triangle ∆ is contained in Diri(p) by convexity.
The sidex ixj of ∆ determines a direction ζ ij ∈ V i . We saw above that
Consider now the convex spherical polygons V i and denote by φ i the angle of the triangle ∆ at the vertexx i measured in Diri(p). Since ∆ is contained in Diri(p), the angle of the two directions ζ ij ∈ V i equals φ i when measured inside V i . In view of (10) and (11) this implies that V i almost contains a bigon with angle φ i . Hence, for ǫ 1 (and accordingly h) sufficiently small, area(V i ) ≥ 2φ i − ǫ/3. Since i area(V i ) ≤ area(Σ x X) = 4π, we obtain angle sum(∆) ≤ 2π + ǫ/2.
On the other hand, ∆ is almost horizontal in Diri(p). (Shortest segments in Diri(p) connectingx i to q ± are in X almost minimizing and therefore almost orthogonal to the sides of ∆.) Projection of ∆ to a nearby horizontal plane almost preserves angles. Due to Gauß-Bonnet, horizontal triangles with small diameter have angle sum ≃ π + (2π − β), and therefore
It follows that β ≥ π − ǫ as claimed.
Step 3. The argument is analogous in the case when x is singular and there are 2 minimizing segments between p and x: ∆ becomes an almost horizontal bigon winding once around the singular axis; such bigons have angle sum ≃ 2π − β i.e. ≥ 2π − β − ǫ/2 for h sufficiently small; on the other hand, since area(Σ x X) ≤ 2π, the angle sum must be ≤ π + ǫ/2; therefore β ≥ π − ǫ, as claimed. Proof: It will be convenient to argue using the Dirichlet polyhedron Diri(p).
Step 1: Construction of small cross sections. Let us denote the singular axis of Diri(p) by σ. It is divided by p into segments of length ≥ L/2 each. Let ρ = ρ(k, L, α) > 0 be the constant in 5.24. For each q ∈ σ with d(p, q) ≤ ρ/2 we consider the convex cross section C q of Diri(p) through q perpendicular to σ and denote by R(q), r(q) ∈ (0, ∞] the circum-respectively inradius of C q around its cone point. Since α < π, the circum-and inradii control each other. For instance, there exists r 0 = r 0 (k, α, ρ) > 0 such that r(q) < r 0 implies R(q) < ρ/2.
By assumption there exists a cut point x ∈ Cut(p) with d(x, p) < i. Letx be a corresponding point in ∂Diri(p). We choose i > 0 sufficiently small so that the convexity of Diri(p) implies that r(q) < r 0 for all q as above. Then also R(q) < ρ/2, i.e. the cross sections C q have small diameter.
Step 2: The small cross sections are bigons. X arises from Diri(p) by boundary identifications. According to 5.24, inside B ρ (p) these identifications are given by an isometric involution
Via the natural projection Diri(p) → X the fixed points of ι on ∂Diri(p) ∩ B ρ (p) map one-to-one to the singular points in Cut(p) ∩ B ρ (p). The cross sections C q are convex polygons with one cone point of angle β. Such polygons must have vertices. Recall that Diri(p) has no vertices inside B ρ (p) ⊂ M 3 k (β) (by 5.24). Hence vertices of C q lie on edges transverse to C q . Since Sing (0) (X)∩ B X ρ (p) = ∅, it follows that ∂C q ∩ F ix(ι) contains no segment; in other words, ∂C q ∩ F ix(ι) is finite and non-empty. (If cone angles are < π then ι fixes precisely the edges of X.)
Let τ be a segment in ∂C q with endpoints (but no interior points) fixed by ι, and denote by τ ′ its image under ι. τ = τ ′ ! Since any smooth point in the model space M 3 k (β) is base point of just one loop, τ cannot be a loop because then it would coincide with τ ′ . So, τ has to different endpoints v 1 and v 2 . It follows that τ ′ ⊂ ∂C q and ∂C q = τ ∪ τ ′ is a bigon with vertices v 1 and v 2 . (One of the angles of the bigon may equal π.)
Step 3: The geometry of the Dirichlet polyhedron is rigid. Denote by H i the halfplane in M 3 k (β) bounded by the singular axis and containing v i . Since τ and τ ′ have the same length it follows that H 1 and H 2 are opposite to each other in the sense that they meet with angle β/2.
Denote by σ i the edge of Diri(p) through v i . These edges must have special position: since they have equal angles with τ and τ ′ it follows that σ i ⊂ H i . Moreover, ι extends to an isometry of the whole model space M 3 k (β), namely to the "reflection" at H 1 ∪ H 2 .
The boundaries of the bigons C q form two totally geodesic strips connecting σ 1 and σ 2 . This implies that σ and the σ i have special position in the sense that there is an umbilic foliation of M 3 k (β) orthogonal to the three segments. Consider the umbilic leaf L through p. If i is chosen sufficiently small then L ∪ Diri(p) maps to an embedded umbilic surface Σ contained in B ρ (p) which is a sphere with three cone points. Moreover, one can acheive that diam(Σ) < d. Remark 6.2 The assumption of the lower bound for cone angles turns out to be obsolete for most of the results given in this section. But the arguments become a bit simpler, and the results we prove here will suffice for our applications in [BLP2] .
We will analyze the part of X where the cone injectivity radius is small and show that it decomposes into disjoint components for which there is a short list of possible geometric types, all of them rigid.
Step 1: Around singular vertices. Let v ∈ X be a singular vertex. The space of directions Σ v X then has diameter ≤ d 1 (α) < π/2 and, by 5.2, v is the center of an embedded (closed) round ball with radius 2r 1 (k, α, D 0 ) > 0. To make the balls around the various vertices disjoint, we define B v as the ball of radius r 1 centered at v. The umbilic boudary spheres ∂B v are convex and have principal curvature
Step 2: Organizing small umbilic turnovers. Let us now consider the umbilic turnovers Σ ⊂ X with pc(Σ) < P 1 , i.e. which are not contained in one of the balls
is chosen small enough, then 5.17 implies that any such turnover Σ with diameter < d 2 is a leaf in the natural foliation of an embedded umbilic tube T Σ . (We measure the diameter of umbilic surfaces intrinsically.) Moreover, the boundary components of T Σ are strictly convex with diameter d 2 . Note that conceivably ∂T Σ = ∅ and T Σ = X: If k > 0, X can be a metric suspension of a link with diameter ≤ d 2 √ k; and if k = 0, X can be a quotient of R times a Eulidean turnover with diameter < d 2 . In all other cases, T Σ has one or two boundary components.
We want the tubes T Σ to be disjoint. In order to acheive this, we choose d 2 sufficiently small so that, by 5.16, the closed tubular neighborhoodsN d 2 (Σ) are also embedded umbilic tubes. The argument used to prove 5.19 then shows that any two turnovers Σ in consideration are either disjoint or coincide, and thus the same holds for the tubes T Σ . It shows as well that the T Σ are disjoint from the balls B v with diam(∂B v ) ≥ d 2 . On the other hand, the singular balls B v with diam(∂B v ) < d 2 are contained in a tube T Σ . In the following, we forget about the balls B v contained in tubes T Σ . Denote by V 1 the union of the remaining balls B v and the tubes T Σ ; we saw that they are pairwise disjoint.
Recall that diameter and injectivity radius of umbilic turnovers with cone angles ≤ α and a bound on their principal curvatures control each other, cf. 2.4. It follows that there is a lower bound for the cone injectivity radius restricted to ∂V 1 .
Step 3: Around short singular geodesics. We choose l 1 = l 1 (k, α, D 0 ) > 0 small enough so that 5.3 implies that the normal injectivity radius of singular closed geodesics γ with period ≤ 2l 1 is > 2n 1 (k, α, D 0 ) > 0. The closed tubular neighborhoodsN n 1 (γ) around these geodesics are then pairwise disjoint, and we denote their union by V 2 . Note that the injectivity radii of their boundaries are everywhere ≤ i 1 (k, l 1 , n 1 ) with lim l 1 →0 i 1 (k, l 1 , n 1 ) = 0.
Since there is a lower bound for the cone injectivity radius on ∂V 1 we acheive, by choosing l 1 sufficiently small, that V 1 and V 2 are disjoint.
Step 4: Bounding the injectivity radius on the rest of the singular locus. First we show that, in the spirit of 4.3, either singular edges close up with short period or "half" of the singular segments of a certain length minimize.
If the edge σ of Sing(X) does not close up with period ≤ 2l ′ then, for every point x ∈ σ, there is a minimizing subsegment of length > l ′ with x as initial point.
Proof of Lemma. Let σ 1 = xy 1 and σ 2 = xy 2 be the maximal minimizing singular subsegments emanating from x in the two antipodal singular directions. Suppose that both have length ≤ l ′ . Due to our diameter assumption, there exists a "long" segment τ = xz of length ≥ D 0 /2 starting in x.
We also regard σ 1 , σ 2 , τ as segments in Diri(x) and denote their respective endpoints on ∂Diri(x) byȳ 1 ,ȳ 2 ,z. The convexity of the Dirichlet polyhedron implies that σ i and τ are two sides of an embedded two-dimensional triangle with constant curvature k and with angle ≤ π/2 atȳ i . It follows that
We want to prove next that Diri(x) has totally geodesic boundary close to x. Consider the convex hull ofz in Diri(x). Since α < π, it is a totally geodesic surface ("drop") perpendicular to σ and contains a disk of radius r(k, α, D 0 , l) > 0 centered at σ. For any pointw ∈ ∂Diri(x) with d(x,w) ≤ 2l, we consider the convex hull ofw andz, and see that the space of directions ΣwDiri(x) contains a round disk of radius ≥ ρ(k, α, D 0 , l) > 0, and we have lim l→0 ρ(k, α, D 0 , l) = π/2. We choose l = l(k, α, D 0 ) small enough so that ρ(k, α, D 0 , l) > α/2. The link at a singular point in Cut(x) contains no smooth round ρ-disk, and it follows that the boundary identifications on ∂Diri(x) can identify theȳ i only with other singular points in ∂Diri(x). But theȳ i are the only singular points in ∂Diri(x)! Hence ∂Diri(x) is totally-geodesic at the pointsȳ i , and they are glued to each other. (Here we use that the boundary identifications on ∂Diri(x) are, on the complement of the edges, given by an involutive isometry without fixed points.) Hence, σ closes up with period ≤ 2l ′ .
We further decrease l 1 until l 1 ≤ l with the constant l of 6.3. This amounts to removing from V 2 some of its components.
We then have that every singular point x outside V 1 ∩ V 2 is the initial point of a minimizing singular segment σ of length ≥ l 1 . Let m be the midpoint of this segment. If there were an umbilic turnover Σ through m and ⊥ σ, then pc(Σ) < P 1 and diam(Σ) ≥ d 2 because m ∈ V 1 . 5.25 implies that there is a lower bound i 2 = i 2 (k, α, l 1 , d 2 ) = i 2 (k, α, D 0 ) > 0 for inj(m).
We now use the lower bound β on cone angles to control inj(x) in terms of inj(m). There is a smooth round ball of radius ≥ r 2 (k, α, D 0 , β) > 0 embedded in the singular round ball B i 2 (m). The presence of this thick smooth ball yields a lower bound for the cone injectivity radius at x itself (cf. 3.3). Since x is separated from the singular vertices, this is actually a lower bound i 3 (k, α, D 0 , β) > 0 for the injectivity radius inj(x).
We choose r 3 (k, α, D 0 , β) with 0 < r 3 < i 3 /3 and define V 3 as the closure of the union of all balls of radius r 3 centered at singular points outside V 1 ∪ V 2 .
If r 3 < n 1 , then V 2 ∩ V 3 = ∅ because N n 1 (∂V 2 ) contains no singular points, and so V 1 ∪ V 3 and V 2 are disjoint. Our construction yields that
• V 1 ∪ V 2 ∪ V 3 contains the tubular r 3 /2-neighborhood of Sing(X), and
• there is a lower bound for the cone injectivity radius on ∂(V 1 ∪ V 3 ).
∂V 2 on the other hand can become arbitrarily thin.
Step 5: Foliating the thin part away from the singular locus. We now apply the discussion of the Local Margulis Lemma from section 2.3.
The geodesic radius is ≥ r 3 /2 everywhere in the complement Y of V 1 ∪ V 2 ∪ V 3 . There are constants i 4 = i 4 (k, r 3 ) = i 4 (k, α, D 0 , β) > 0, l 2 = l 2 (k, r 3 ) = l 2 (k, α, D 0 , β) > 0, l 2 << i 4 , and an open subset Y thin ⊆ Y carrying a natural foliation F with the following properties:
• Y thin contains {inj < i 4 } ∩ Y ;
• F is locally equivalent to a foliation of model space M 3 k by equidistant surfaces of a geodesic or a horosphere;
• intrinsically, the leaves are quotients of complete Euclidean cylinders; they are foliated by parallel (intrinsic) geodesics of length < l 2 . (These one-dimensional foliations need not be unique on every leaf!)
Since the cone injectivity radius on ∂(V 1 ∪ V 3 ) is bounded below, we can make sure that Y thin andV 1 ∪V 3 are disjoint by choosing the constants i 4 , l 2 sufficiently small.
It can happen that Y thin intersects a component C of V 2 . Then ∂C ⊂ Y thin and the natural foliation of C by equidistant surfaces around the singular core geodesic extends F . We denote by V ′ 2 the union of all these components C of V 2 and conclude that F extends to a foliationF of Y thin ∪V ′ 2 =:Ŷ thin . Note that the boundary of Y thin , if non-empty, is a union of complete leaves. The injectivity radius is bounded below on ∂Ŷ thin by i 4 .
It follows from the properties of the foliationF that the connected components ofŶ thin are quotients of horoballs, of tubular neighborhoods of complete geodesics in smooth model space M • umbilic tubes with one or two boundary components which are strictly convex;
• tubular neighborhoods of singular geodesics;
and the cone injectivity radius is ≥ i on their complement. Or the cone injectivity radius is < i everywhere on X, and X has one of the following special shapes:
• the metric suspension of a link with three cone points (k > 0);
• or k > 0 and X has a coverX of index ≤ 2 which arises from gluing two (smooth or singular) solid tori with radii π/4 √ k along their boundaries.
• a quotient of R times a Euclidean turnover (k=0);
• a quotient of a singular model space M 3 0 (θ) with θ ≤ α (k=0);
• a smooth Euclidean 3-manifold with inj < i (k=0).
We deduce some important consequences from 6.4. Proof: If k > 0 then diam(X) ≤ π/ √ k. We therefore assume that k ≤ 0. We also assume that X is not everywhere thin, because in this case finite volume forces compactness.
On the boundary of any thin submanifold we have a uniform lower bound on the cone injectivity radius. Again using our lower bound β on cone angles, this implies that the boundary of every thin submanifold contains a smooth point with injectivity radius bounded uniformly below, and hence contributes a definite quantum to volume.
This means that for a ray r : [0, ∞) → X there exists a time T > 0 after which it can cross no more boundaries of thin submanifolds. Also by volume reasons, no subray can run in the thick part, and therefore r eventually enters one thin submanifold and stays inside.
A thin submanifold containing a ray is noncompact. Our list in 6.4 shows that the only noncompact thin submanifolds with finite volume are cusps and they occur only if k < 0. Thus every ray eventually enters a cusp which, of course, has compact cross section by volume reasons.
The cone injectivity radius is bounded below on the boundary of each cusp component of the thin part, and so it uniformly contributes to volume and there can only be finitely many of them. The complement of the (open) cusp components of the thin part must be compact, because otherwise it would contain a ray which would end up in yet another cusp, a contradiction. Hence there are only finitely many ends and all of them are cusps.
